
AdaptiBridge is a customizable maintenance support, maintenance quality assurance, and supply chain management system 
that can be tailored to complement your internal processes, meet your organization security requirements, and optimize your 
operation through automation, transparency, and efficiency. AdapitiBridge is a web-based, Software-as-a-Service, computerized 
maintenance management system that works by storing asset data, automating work order and request processes, monitoring 
equipment using predictive maintenance, scheduling maintenance work and resources, recording inventory levels, tracking 
purchase and delivery status, and providing management with reports in order to make data-driven decisions. Data-driven 
decisions enable efficiency and confidence – two elements that every successful enterprise needs today.



AdaptiBridge consists of several modules that can be configured and integrated into a tailor-made solution to meet your unique 
needs. The modules include:

Financial Accounting (FI)
The FI module maintains all the budget and financial reporting data for your organization. This is a key module that can interact 
with other financial systems depending on your needs, mission, and reporting requirements. The module maintains accurate 
and up-to-date financial data that can be managed and tailored to any financial report. It can also manage invoice and payment 
collection, issue payments to suppliers, close out reporting periods, and produce balance sheets while ensuring compliance 
with all the legal, tax, and organizational financial requirements. 

Controlling (CO)
The CO module maintains the historical cost data of equipment, projects, and missions. This is an important module that 
allows program and procurement managers to prepare procurement projections and realistic budget requests that are based on 
accurate historical cost data. The CO module can be configured to align with your business processes to provide analysis and 
reporting on cost controls and statistics. 

Material Management (MM)
The MM module is used to manage all the program 
property compartmented into warehouses depending on 
the property classification (e.g., hazardous materials, 
Government furnished property, organizational property, 
items labeled for turn-in/disposal, quarantined property, 
etc.). This module is also used to manage the acquisition of 
materials and services allowing managers to track the 
status of all acquisitions through their entire life cycle 
including procurement, reception, distribution, inventory, 
and disposal. 

Plant Maintenance (PM)
The PM module provides planning, registration, and 
monitoring functions that can be used to manage the 
maintenance of physical spaces, machinery, and 
equipment. The module can be configured to 
accommodate the different maintenance order classes of 
your organization, such as scheduled maintenance, tools, 
calibration, unforeseen maintenance, technical bulletins 
and directives, etc. The module also maintains the 
historical costs of the maintenance services described 
above for budget planning purposes.  

Sales and Distribution (SD)
The SD module provides inventory sales and distribution management including planning and preparation of delivery, 
transportation, and billing to customers.



AdaptiBridge Benefits
· Improved efficiency of program maintenance, logistics, procurement, and inventory activities
· Improved work process and workload distribution through scheduling, control, and recording of all work assignments and 

activities
· Visibility into maintenance activities and production controls at multiple work locations
· Effective management of property inventories, finance and accounting reporting, and equipment requisitions
· The ability to facilitate the turnover of personnel and the transfer of program responsibilities by providing modules for 

finance, accounting, material management, maintenance, and warehouse management in a single application
· Enhanced information sharing and collaboration through the use of the web-based portal
· The ability to integrate data from non-interrelated systems 
· Improved ability to forecast demand using historical data
· Visibility into inventory and costs that facilitate positive control and the ability to forecast demand for materials
· Data storage that can be used to determine historical trends and patterns and identify potential opportunities to reduce costs
· The ability to capture procurement information including the requisition date, requisition reference number, quantity, unit of 

measure, part number, alternate suitable part, serial number, and detailed description
· Flexibility to adapt to ever-changing needs

AdaptiBridge Implementation and Training
Cambridge International Systems, Inc. (Cambridge) provides comprehensive implementation and training support for 
AdaptiBridge. Our IT implementation team handles all aspects of the software configuration and roll out. They have a 
comprehensive understanding of backend DB, SAP, and software capability requirements, and they facilitate the transfer of data 
between systems as needed. Our team can also provide user training, training planning, training materials, technical oversight 
during daily use, and helpdesk support for questions. 

Proven Performance at the Regional Helicopter Training Center (RHTC)

In June 2016, Cambridge was contracted to provide the full range of OH-58 and 
TH-67 helicopter maintenance, instructor pilot standardization, maintenance 
training, logistics, and airframe transition support at the Regional Helicopter 
Training Center (RHTC), Melgar Air Base, Colombia. The mission required 
Cambridge to develop a Computerized Maintenance Management System 
(CMMS) to support the transition of the RHTC from an OH-58 military fleet to a 
TH-67 commercial fleet. In a sense, our CMMS would have to replicate the 
military ULLS-AE system that was used to manage the OH-58 aircraft military 
version of the aircraft. Our team met the challenge head on and the task was 
successfully accomplished using the AdaptiBridge System. This allowed the 
program managers to track all aircraft received, generate the needed 
maintenance reports for the program, and make the fleet airworthy 
using our updated processes. More importantly, the Cambridge RHTC IT team developed, tailored, and implemented a 
system that was in full compliance with the multifaceted Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) aviation maintenance processes and procedures, giving our customer full confidence in the air 
worthiness of their fleet. 
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